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About Us

WHO WE ARE

Kintsugi is a creative visual communication studio based in Indonesia. 

We are pursuing an ambitious journey through our partnership with 

DREAMERS, MAKERS, & CREATORS from all around the world. 

With our smooth and clean, yet detailed result, we satisfy our partner's 

expectations, embrace their visions, and make sure every detail counts 

according to the message behind the ideas.



Our Experiences

United Kingdom Australia Indonesia Singapore United States of America Spain United Arab Emirates Germany Finland



Our Experties

Visual AcademyVirtual Photoshoot

Your Product Your WayUnifying Your Ideas Learn & Grow With Us



Still Image

Still images are the fundamental and the 

core of architectural industry.

Through still images you will be able to 

bring all of your breakthrough 

architectural innovations into reality in the 

form of photorealistic 3D rendering 

perspective images.

Through our animation service, we are 

aiming to bring and convey the story or 

message behind your design into reality.

Virtual Services are gonna be the next big 

things in architectural industry.

We will use interactive virtual reality 

and/or 360 spherical images which 

enable our partners to feel the whole 

“actual experience” of their 

architectural projects or ideas as if 

they’re actually in there.

Visual

Animation VR - 360



This gallery contains Still Images. Please kindly 

visit our website at www.kintsugivisual.com or 

our youtube channel at ‘kintsugi visual’ to see 

our Animation, VR 360 and Walkthrough works.
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Gallery









Virtual

Photoshoot

Virtual Photoshoot is our newest product that 

focus on supporting brands through creating 

customizable "virtual scenes" to display and to 

make their products stand out.



Virtual

Photoshoot

Gallery





We aim to prepare a high caliber 3D artist 

with a unique characteristic in mind and 

relentless mentality to strive for the best.

- Modelling Artist

- Texturing Artist

- Lighting Artist

- CG Artist

- Creative Director

- Account Manager

- Studio Director

Career & Future Prospects

- Modelling

- Texturing

- Composing Light

- Creating Story Board

- Enhancing Image

- Creating VR Walkthrough

- Animating 3D Scene

Skill Sets

*Terms and conditions applied 

If you're able to pass our academy test with 

certain score / standard that we've set. 

We will directly offer you a chance to work 

with us, either as a permanent employee or 

as our priority freelance partners.

Join Our Movement

Academy



Students

Gallery





Contact

unify@kintsugivisual.com

www.kintsugivisual.com

+62895601530566 (Ivan Satria)

Social Media

IG: @kintsugi.visual

Facebook: kintsugi visual

LinkedIn: kintsugi visual

Youtube: kintsugi visual



We are ready to unify your ideas .

Are you?




